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“You can and must 
understand computers 
NOW.”

- Ted Nelson





Original Learning 
Objectives: 

(A Sampling)



Social Studies

After using this courseware, the student should be 
able to develop decision-making skills by learning 
to:

• consider alternative solutions;

• consider the consequences of each solution;

• make and justify decisions;

• act, based on those decisions



Interesting points about 
Oregon Trail

● Suitable for kids from grade school to high school

● Can be adapted with supporting activities for each 
age range

● Was originally presented as a “simulation”

● Is based on research



● The holy grail of instructional design is to get 
learners to remember something after they learned 
it. 

● While the quality of what was specifically learned 
is debatable, many still remember this game 
DECADES later!

(cont…)



Name a current instructional tool or 
piece of software that does this…

(cont…)



Other 
Instructional 
Design Examples



Apple 
Presents… 
apple





Apple Presents… apple

● Friendly, scaffolded introduction

● Introduces the hardware and software



AppleII - The Inside Story

● Infographics!

● Teaches with storytelling!

● Gamification!

● Formative and summative learning!









Lemonade Stand

● Another simulation!

● Learn about entrepreneurship!

○ and economics

○ and capitalism!

○ and a teeny bit about the impact of 
weather on capitalism…









Spy’s Adventures 
in N.America

● Geography

● Deductive reasoning

● Learn about other places and cultures







Kidwriter

● Creative writing for kids

● Associating pictures with stories

● Word processing skills

● Narrative sequencing





Brian Wiser



Brian Wiser’s

Memories of Apple II

&

Programming

in School
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My journey to computers

● 1974 — field trip to Lawrence Hall of Science at UC Berkeley
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My journey to computers

● 1974 — field trip to Lawrence Hall of Science at UC Berkeley

● 1977 - Colossus: The Forbin Project

● 1979 - TI-87 programmable calculator

● 1979 - BASIC on HP2000F timeshare system with 30 terminals

● 1979 - FORTRAN on IBM System/360 with punched cards

● 1980 - Apple ][/][+

● 1980-1990 - Writing math flash facts for kids

● 1984 - Macintosh

● 1988 - Mac SE/30 AppleTalk network with 8 //es and 4 GSes
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The History of
Computing and

the Internet

KansasFest 2019









How does
history affect us?

QWERTY



How does
history affect us?

DVORAK



How does
history affect us?

Colemak



Who invented
the computer?

… Hard to say.

Source: http://www.google.com/doodles/hisashige-tanakas-213th-birthday

http://www.google.com/doodles/hisashige-tanakas-213th-birthday


Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charles_Babbage

http://www.google.com/doodles/hisashige-tanakas-213th-birthday


Source: http://www.library.upenn.edu/exhibits/rbm/mauchly/jwm8b.html

http://www.google.com/doodles/hisashige-tanakas-213th-birthday


Source: http://www.coalwoodwestvirginia.com/sputnik.htm

http://www.google.com/doodles/hisashige-tanakas-213th-birthday


Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Baran

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Baran


Source: http://aplink.wordpress.com/2008/05/24/vinton-cerf-event-by-tdm-itsreal/

http://www.google.com/doodles/hisashige-tanakas-213th-birthday
















Conclusion



“The Oregon Trail Players need not take into account 
the lives of others unless it's necessary to do so 
in order to accomplish their personal objectives. 
Thus, the cultures of the Plains Indians are 
backgrounded. The game marginalizes their view of 
the earth.”

- Bigelow, Bill, “On the road to cultural bias: A 
critique of The Oregon Trail CD-ROM 



"... we need to remember that these CD-ROMs are not 
teacher substitutes. The teacher's role in analyzing 
and presenting these devices in a broader ethical 
context is absolutely vital. Thus, teachers across 
the country must begin a dialogue toward developing 
a critical computer literacy.“

- Bigelow, Bill, “On the road to cultural bias: A 
critique of The Oregon Trail CD-ROM 



What if we de-colonized 
Oregon Trail?











“The pedagogy of the oppressed, animated by 
authentic, humanist (not humanitarian) generosity, 
presents itself as a pedagogy of humankind...
This is why, as we affirmed earlier, the pedagogy of 
the oppressed cannot be deleoped or practiced by the 
oppressors.”

- Paolo Friere



Discussion &
Homework
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